
Rainbow Camp 2020
Virtual Style with the Gruffalo



Timetable and kit list



Activities

Explore Stage 1 Explore Stage 2 Camp Stage 1 Camp Stage 2

Choose 1 of these badges to work towards

Do as many of these as you would like…

Ice Cream in a bag Mouse Craft 1 Mouse Craft 2

Fox Craft 1 Fox Craft 2 Owl Craft 1

Owl Craft 2 Snake Craft 1 Snake Craft 2

Gruffalo Craft 1 Gruffalo Craft 2 Trails & Trackers

It’s Dark Outside What is that! Tree-mendous Senses

Campfire Songs Picnic at Home Gruffalo Paws



Picnic at home

We’ll be finishing on Saturday with our picnic at 
home.

This is a County challenge to have a picnic 
together. 

We’ll all have a picnic together and you’ll get 
the picnic badge as well as the camp badge you 

have chosen to complete☺.



Camp Stage 1
5 activities – you need to do all of these



How we’d normally do this…

At camp we would have a go at building a 
shelter using tarpaulin and string and using 
tree branches as anchors.

Adapted for home…

To go camping you will need a tent, there are lots of different 
types of tents, ones for sleeping in, ones to store things in and 
even ones to go to the toilet in! 

1) What do you think are the important things that a tent should 
do?  Write your ideas down.

2) Create a den, how dark and cosy would you like to make it?

3) Have a look at this video and see what you can do to make it 
unique to you.

4) Look at your tent, can you think of anything that would make 
it better?

https://youtu.be/TyGX1k8eC5M

https://youtu.be/TyGX1k8eC5M


How we’d normally do this…

When we go to camp we ask girls to bring a 

selection of clothing for different weather, 

waterproof coats, wellies, sunhat and sun cream. 

With one of our rotations we’d normally have a 

discussion about the different weather. If we’re 

‘lucky’ we’d get the chance to use a few of the 

things we’ve brought with us!

Adapted for home…

Camping can mean that you will be outside whatever the weather.  You 

need to have the right clothes for each type of weather so that you can 

stay happy, warm, and dry no matter what the weather.

1) Collect a selection of clothes for different weather conditions.  Include 

summer dress, swimsuit, sunglasses, sandals, gloves, earmuffs, woolly 

tights, hat, raincoat, umbrella, wellies.

2) Now its time to be Adventure Girl and dress up

• Ready?  Its raining.  What can you wear?

• Wow its so hot!  What will you wear in the sun?

• Its snowing.  What will you need now?

3) What is your favourite kind of weather?  And your least favourite?  Why?

4) Can you think of any other weather and what you might need.



How we’d normally 
do this…

At camp we would 
be in a small group, 
we’d build and light 
a fire together 
before cooking 
something. Last year 
we cooked hot dogs.

Adapted for home…

When you go camping you do not have a kitchen like you do at home.  You might 

cook on a fire or on a portable gas stove.

Cook something Yummy without using the kitchen

Banana Boats 

Ingredients

• Bananas (1 per person)

• Fruit – strawberries, raspberries

• Chocolate or Nutella

• Marshmallows, sprinkles, nuts

• Foil

What to do

1) Take one banana

2) Slice through, but not all the way through, leaving the skin on, so that the 

banana can be ‘opened ’length ways.  Cut small slices out if desired.

3) Fill with delicious things – fruit, chocolate, marshmallows and nuts.

4) Wrap in foil.

5) Pop on a barbeque, or in the embers of a fire, to melt and make yummy.

6) Open and eat when it has cooled down a bit.

Or you can try something else, if need be you can always toast a marshmallow over 

a candle.



How we’d normally do this…

At camp we’d do this in the 
morning after they’ve slept 
over as a challenge to get 
everything back in their bags 
and to find out which 4 things 
they would choose if they 
were the only things they 
could take.

Adapted for home…

You are going on a night away; what do you think you need to take? And what 
can you leave behind?

1) Find all the things that you think you would need to take with you.

2) Pack your bag – remember you need to be able to carry it.

3) Does everything you want to take fit in the bag?

4) Oh no, your bag is not big enough and you only have room for 8 items.  
Which 8 did you pick?

5) An emergency has occurred.  Your water bottle has leaked in your bag 
and everything is now wet.

6) Don’t worry you have a spare bag but it can only fit 4 things in it, 
decide which of the things you had originally you are going to put in 
your new bag.

7) Draw the 4 things that you decide to pack, why did you choose them?



How we’d normally do this…

At camp we do this all together as 
part of our welcome to camp. We 
talk about the wildlife around, the 
plants and trees that we can see 
and plan with the girls what else we 
can do to look after the 
environment.

Adapted for home…
Camping lets you get close to nature, but it is important that we

look after the plants and animals and do not harm the 

environment. 

You are going to design a campsite, make sure that you include 

all the things in the list below.

∙ Trees and flowers 

∙ Stream 

∙ Sleeping tents 

∙ Campfire area 

∙ Kitchen and eating shelter 

∙ Washing up area 

∙ Toilets 

It could be a picture or a model (the one shown is edible – can you make this).

What could you do when you are camping to make sure that you do not harm the environment?  

Draw your ideas.

Follow the link below and colour the picture.

https://www.crayola.com/.../camping-search-and-find.../

https://www.crayola.com/.../camping-search-and-find.../


Camp Stage 2
5 activities – you need to do all of these



How we’d normally do this…

As part of our welcome to camp 
session. We talk about the safety 
aspects and get them to think about 
what they can see and what might be 
dangerous.

Adapted for home…

Fires at camp are really useful – can you give 3 examples of when we’d use them?

1) Play ‘Camper Says…’ (it’s like Simon says) with your family.  Devise an action for 
the situation.  Shout ‘Safer, Safer’ if it is safe to do near a fire or ‘Danger, Danger’ if 
it is unsafe.

• …Tie your hair back

• …Sit cross-legged by the fire

• …Run near the fire

• …Kneel by the fire

• …Have loose clothes

• …Stand close to the fire

• …Leave the fire unattended

• …Tuck in clothes

• …Do not stand too close

Which ones were safe to do around the fire and which ones not?

2) Can you make up a song or show in a creative way what you have found out about 
fire safety whilst camping?



How we’d normally do this…

In our small group we would 
have a go at pitching a small 
2 person and 2 pole tent. 
Girls would help one another 
to do this.

Adapted for home…

Want to become an expert camper?  Get to know a tent and how it 
goes up

Watch this video and find out about the different parts of a tent 
and how to pitch it

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JwjNAQRjOq4

Once you have watched the video, try this tent beetle

You must complete the tent in this order:

Roll a 6 for yourself

Roll a 1 for the tent

Roll a 2 for each of the poles (2 in total)

Roll a 3 for each set of guy ropes (2 sets)

Roll a 4 for the mallet

Roll a 5 for each of the 6 pegs

You’ll need to have a go at pitching a tent to complete this, it 
can be any size. 

Thank you to the 

unit who created this 

activity adaptation

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JwjNAQRjOq4


How we’d normally do this…

At camp we’d get changed for bed 
by torchlight in our tent.

Adapted for home…

Make sure you do not go bump in the night.

Get ready for bed by torchlight so you will be an expert on your 
next camping trip.

Easy – Get ready for bed entirely by torchlight.  Get changed, 
clean your teeth. brush your hair, everything!  No main lights on 
in bedroom or bathroom.

Trickier – Have two, or even three, people in the room with you, 
and all their bedtime things, and all try to get ready at the 
same time.

Do not shine your torches in each other’s eyes!

Challenge – Do this all in a tent or den.  You need to put on your 
coat & wellies to go between your tent/den and the bathroom 
and take them off again as soon as you go back to the tent/den.

What made it difficult?  What makes it easier?

Did you find somewhere to put your torch so that you had both 
hands free?  Could you keep everything tidy so that you did not 
trip over or lose things?!



How we’d normally do this…

At camp we would be in a small group, 
we’d build and light a fire together 
before cooking something. Last year we 
cooked hot dogs.

Adapted for home…

Become a fire-starting expert!  Find out how to build and light a fire safely

You may not have actual materials but adapt and use what you have to hand e.g. matchmaker, 
twiglets, finger biscuit, Twix bar or cocktail stick, kebab stick, pencil, garden cane

1) Collect wood to start fire, look for different sizes. Would wet wood burn?

2) Separate your wood into 4 piles according to size:

• The width of spaghetti

• The width of a finger

• The width of your wrist

• Bigger than your wrist

What size wood is best to start a fire? Is small wood best to use first or last?

3) Crumple up some newspaper and start building around it, starting with the smallest sticks

4) At this point you would light the fire – do not do so unless an adult is present – just imagine 
you have

If it does not catch fire what could you do?  Fan with a tray or similar

5) When you have finished with your fire, pour water/sand/earth over and wait for it to cool 
down and leave the area as you found it

NB: Never leave a fire unattended, Ensure a bucket of water to extinguish is available, Do not 
light a fire near bushes, under a tree, or on peat, Tie hair back and clothes tucked in, Know the 
wind direction



How we’d normally do this…

At camp we’d usually play a game 
where girls would find specific items 
from the kit list in their bag while 
setting out their beds.

Adapted for home…

How quickly can you get organised?  Think fast to decide what 
you need to go camping, and race to pack your bag.

1) Make a pile of clothes ready for camp include things you 
are not sure about.

2) In 3 minutes choose what you need.

3) When the time is up – how many things have you packed?

4) Ask an adult to check.  Do they agree with your choice? 
They can take away 3 items.

5) Ask why they think it is not needed.

6) Look at those items not packed.  Were they useful? Would 
it get broken.

7) Pack items neatly.



Explore Stage 1
5 activities – you need to do all of these



As a unit; we’d start by playing a game 
about landmarks before heading out for 
a walk together, and then we would 
have a go at creating a map each of our 
route and also anything important to 
note.

What to do:

1) Have a look at some London landmarks 

online.

2) What do you recognise? The London Eye? 

Buckingham Palace? A landmark is 

something everyone recognises, it helps us 

to meet at a specific point.

3) Head out for a 15 minute walk, as you go, 

think about what you can see.

4) When you’re back, create a map and add on 

some of the landmarks you found.

Explore Local



Keep Warm
In the unit, we’d normally finish our 
meeting where we’ve been for a walk 
by singing this song. 

What to do:

1) Have a go at singing the song below – to the tune of Row, Row, Row your boat.

2) Can you add the actions as well?

Wrap, wrap, wrap up warm, (mime putting arms into coat sleeves) 

keep the heat inside, (hug body) 

put hats, scarves and layers on, (arms out as if wearing lots of clothes) 

a vest if you decide. (mime pulling vest over your head) 

Move, move, move yourself, (different arm poses) 

race around or jump, (run on spot then jump) 

speedy blood will warm you up, (wiggle fingers around body to 

demonstrate blood moving) 

so get your heart to pump. (hands on heart and pump) 

Eat, eat, eat and drink, (mime eating and drinking) 

healthy snacks not gruel, (rub tummy) 

to get us going, when it’s cold, (shiver and hug body) 

our body needs more fuel. (flex biceps) 



Exciting Explorers
In the unit we’d tell the story of a 
female explorer and then create 
something that they might use or do 
an activity about them. For 
example for Amelia Earhart we 
made paper aeroplanes and had a 
race.

What to do:

Women and girls have explored lots of different places, including the jungle, the arctic, deserts 

and even space!  

An explorer is often the first person to do something or go somewhere or discover something new.

Do you know any female explorers?  Why don’t you find out about one of these, or maybe you 

know of a different female explorer?

• Harriet Chalmers Adams- explored and photographed South America, Asia and the South 

Pacific.

• Amelia Earhart- first woman to fly solo across the Atlantic

• Valentina Tereshkova- first woman to fly in space.

• Junko Tabei- first woman to climb to the top of Mount Everest.

• Anna McNuff- Girlguiding Ambassador- first woman to run the Te Araroa trail along the length 

of New Zealand without support.

• Sally Kettle – first woman to row the Atlantic. She’s also a Girlguiding Ambassador

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bvCf5Fu9Rm4 – this is a video all about Sally

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WPzDcWCWfeI – this is a video all about Anna

1) Can you write a list of equipment they might have taken with them?

2) Could you make your own equipment to go exploring?  This could be binoculars or a camera, 

a type of transport – plane, boat, or rocket

3) Why not go on an adventure around your house?  Imagine you are a famous explorer, visiting 

somewhere never seen before… what might you find?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bvCf5Fu9Rm4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WPzDcWCWfeI


Signs from the sun
In the unit we’d have a go at 
making shadows in the sun and 
then we’d make a sundial to 
see how you don’t need a watch 
or a clock to tell the time.

What to do:
Let’s play with your shadow! 

1) Stand somewhere you can see it maybe outside or under a bright light.  Can you get your 

shadow to jump, clap, wiggle? 

2) Now go somewhere dark with a torch and an adult.  Shine the torch at each other and see 

how your shadow changes as you move the torch.  Try shining the light over your head-

what happens to your shadow?  Does it get small and short? 

3) Watch a video about shadows and sundials

4) On a piece of paper draw a big cross.  Write ‘north’ at the top, ‘south’ at the bottom, 

‘west’ to the left and ‘east’ to the right. 

5) Place your play-dough in the middle of the paper and insert straw so it’s standing up

SOMETHING EXTRA TO TRY:

• On a sunny day, put your sundial outside.  Make sure it is weighed down, so it doesn’t 

blow away. 

• Ask an adult to make sure north matches the real north and see how the shadow falls on 

it. 

• Pretend the torch is the sun and move it round the sundial to watch how the shadow 

changes.

You will need:
• Torch
• Paper and pens
• Straw
• Play-dough



Teddy Travels
In the unit we’d normally have the 
chance to fly together on an aeroplane 
and choose which countries to land in.

What to do:

A passport lets people know who you are when you travel and lets you enter different countries. In 

many counties your passport is stamped.

1) Take a piece of paper and fold in half.  On the front draw or write the name of the country 

your teddy’s from.  Open the paper and on the third page draw a picture of your teddy and 

add their name and date of birth.

2) Your teddy’s adventure is about to begin.  At each stop put a stamp in the passport (this can 

be a small picture e.g. star, flower).

3) First, he is going to France – can you do some high kicking and dance the ‘can can’.

4) Now your going to Australia to sing Cuddly Koalas (to the tune of Frere Jacques)

(Cuddly Koalas x2, Possums too x2, Wallabies and wombats x2, Kangaroos x2

Do not forget the actions.

5) You’re off to America next – enjoy eating popcorn together.

6) Last stop is India.  Draw round your hands and decorate with orange patterns to make a 

Mehendi design.

7) Do not forget a stamp once your back home.

You will need:
• A teddy
• Paper
• Pens



Explore Stage 2
5 activities – you need to do all of these



Think you’re a holiday packing 
pro? Get your suitcase ready and 
find out! Custom of Customs

What to do:

1) Lay out the items on a tray. 

We’re going to play a Kim's 

Game.

2) Keep them uncovered for 30 

seconds – you’ll need to 

remember as many of them as 

possible.

3) After 30 seconds cover the tray 

over and see if you can 

remember as many of them as 

possible.

4) Which country doesn’t let them 

in? Play a few times and see if 

you get better at remembering 

what is on the tray and which 

countries don’t let the item in.

You will need:

• Blanket or Towel

• A tray to represent a suitcase

• Items or pictures to represent: 

• raw meat,

• Cheese, 

• turtle-shell dish,

• DVD,

• pot plant,

• laptop,

• chocolate egg (with surprise inside),

• Tinned meat, 

• dream catcher, 

• antique statue, 

• Selfdefence spray, 

• Bone necklace, 

• fresh fruit, 

• Fresh vegetables, 

• ham, 

• prawns,

• honey, 

• wooden carving (with bark),

• muddy boots,

• drone

Below shows what you can’t import and why.

United States of America

• Chocolate egg (with a surprise)

– child safety risk

• Raw meat – food safety risk

• Tinned meat – food safety risk

• Dream catcher (with feathers)

– risk to native animals

• Antique statue – protection of cultural

artefacts (historical, religious, archaeological)

• Bone necklace – risk to native animals

and protection of endangered animals

• Fresh fruit – agriculture risk (may damage

farming or crops)

• Fresh vegetables – agriculture risk

Australia

• Untinned meat – food safety risk and

agriculture risk

• Fresh fruit – agriculture risk

• Fresh vegetables – agriculture risk

• Prawns – food safety risk

• Honey – agriculture risk

• Live plant – agriculture risk

• Wooden carving (with bark) – agriculture risk

• Dirty (muddy) boots – agriculture risk

India

• Antique statues – protection of cultural

artefacts (historical, religious, archaeological)

• ‘Pirate’ music and movies – breaks

intellectual property rights

• Drone or radio-controlled helicopter –

security risk

• Dream catcher (with feathers)

– risk to native animals

• Fresh fruit – agriculture risk

• Fresh vegetables – agriculture risk

• Dirty (muddy) boots – agriculture risk



Maps help us explore cities and 
countryside but only if you know 
how to read them.

Discover what they look like and 
how to use one.

Mapping it out

What to do:

1) Mark out a square grid on the floor with tape. It should be five squares across and 

five squares high. The side of each square should be as long as an A4 sheet of 

paper. Use the masking tape to write numbers one to five along the sides of the 

grid, like in the picture.

2) Look at the grid on the floor. Grids like this are used to help you read maps. Pick a 

square and place the teddy in it.

3) It’s easy to find your way around if you have a landmark that everyone knows. Go 

and stand next to the teddy bear. Easy! Everyone knows where the teddy is, so you 

can find your way there.

4) Now take the teddy off the grid. It’s trickier to find your way around without a 

landmark. But you can use the numbers on the grid to help you instead.

5) You’re going to travel to square 4, 3 – a grid reference near the middle of the grid. 

The two numbers tell you how many squares to count across and then up the grid. 

6) Place sheets of paper on the squares using these grid references:

• Put the first sheet on square 1, 3

• Next sheet on square 2, 2

• Next sheet on 3, 2

• Next sheet on 2, 5

• Next sheet on 3, 4

• Next sheet on 4, 2

• Next sheet on 5, 3

• Next sheet on 4, 5

You’ve created a picture on your grid! What is it?

You will need:
• A4 paper
• A teddy bear
• A large, clear space
• Masking tape or chalk



Don’t let tired feet or being wet 
and cold stop you from exploring! 
Find out how to stay cosy and 
comfortable on your adventures.

Happy Feet
What to do:

Imagine you’re going on an adventure. But oh no, it’s going to rain! Explorers carry on 

whatever the weather but being wet can make you cold. If your spare clothes get wet you’re 

going to be miserable…

1) Take a plastic bag and pack your pyjamas and socks in it carefully. Roll up the bag tightly to 

waterproof it. 

2) Over a sink, or outside, pour lots of water on your bag. Then put your bag to one side –

you’ll open it again soon to check how well you packed.

Keeping your spare clothes dry is a great way to stay dry and warm. But it’s not just rain and water 

that can make your feet wet! Walking can lead to your feet sweating and rubbing in your boots. It’s 

important to look after them whenever you can. You can quickly clean and dry your feet on breaks 

during the day. 

3) Now you’re going on a mini adventure! Explore your local area to make your feet a bit 

tired and ready for the next steps. Why not try looking in some new places?

4) When you’re back, place your towel on the floor and put your bag next to it. Take off your 

shoes and socks. Keep your feet on your towel and cover them.

5) Rub a small amount of hand sanitiser onto your feet to clean them. Make sure you cover 

your whole foot and in between your toes.

6) Dry your feet making sure you get in between your toes. Dry each foot one at a time and 

keep your other one on your towel.

7) When they’re dry, take a little bit of talcum powder and rub it onto your feet.

8) Now you’ve cleaned and dried your feet, it’s time to make your tootsies toasty! Carefully 

open your bag to see if your stuff is dry – do this on your towel but be careful not to wet your 

feet again. What else could you have done to keep your stuff dry? Put your dry socks on. If 

your socks got wet, put your old socks back on again.

9) Finally, lay out your pyjamas and check if they’re dry. Did you roll your pack tightly 

enough?

You will need:
• A towel
• Warm socks
• Pyjamas
• A plastic bag, like a bin bag
• Outside space
• Talcum powder
• Watering can (full)
• Hand sanitiser



If you don’t know which way 
you’re going, then you’ll get lost. 
Make a compass and lead the way.

Naughty Elephants Squirt Water

What to do:

1) Did you know planet Earth is like a giant magnet? Look at the compass 

– its metal pointer points north because it’s magnetised. It naturally 

lines itself up with the planet’s north and south poles.

2) Carefully unbend your paperclip so it’s straight. Put it on some scrap 

paper and use a permanent marker to mark one end.

3) Now you’re going to magnetise your paperclip. Hold it still by putting 

your finger on the marked end. Put the magnet onto the paperclip 

close to your finger and drag it along the paperclip, right to the 

unmarked end.

4) Lift the magnet up off the paperclip, and, holding the magnet high in 

the air, bring the magnet back to the marked end of the paperclip.

5) Drag the magnet along the paperclip again, from marked end to 

unmarked end like before. Then hold the magnet up, away from the 

paperclip as you bring it back to the marked end.

6) Drag the paperclip with the magnet at least 50 times. Always drag it 

in the same direction, from marked end to unmarked end. (Never rub 

back and forth). Always lift the magnet away from the paperclip as 

you return it to the marked end.

7) Your paperclip’s now a magnet! But you’ve got one final task – to help 

it move freely. Put a piece of sticky tack inside a bottle lid and stick 

the magnetised paperclip to the sticky tack. The paperclip should lie 

flat across the upside-down bottle lid.

8) Float the bottle lid in the bowl of water. Don’t touch, just watch. 

Eventually the marked end of the paperclip will point north.

9) Now you know where north and south are, you can figure out where 

east and west are. Going clockwise, the four points of the compass 

are north, east, south, west. Does your home-made compass point the 

same way as the shop-bought compass? Can you think of when you 

could use your new compass-making skills?

You will need:
• A shop-bought compass, or phone with 

compass app
• 1 Metal paperclips
• Scrap paper
• Permanent markers
• 1 Magnet (keep the magnet away from the 

shop-bought compass)
• 1 x Plastic bottle lid
• Sticky tack or plasticine, a small lump 
• A bowl of water

The saying ‘naughty 

elephants squirt water’ is 

a useful way to 

remember the four 

compass points. By 

yourself, invent your own 

four-word sentence, 

using words starting with 

‘N’, ‘E’, ‘S’ and ‘W’, to 

help you remember the 

compass points.



Find out how to keep you, others 
and animals safe. Grab your 
picnic, you’re off to the 
countryside!

A Country Walk

What to do:

1) Look at the countryside code.

2) Decide where you are going on a walk to encompass both a wooded area and 

an open area.

3) Make sure you understand the countryside code - Respect, Protect and Enjoy

4) Enjoy your walk!!

5) When you are back, can you make a poster or act out something important 

from the countryside code?

You will need:
• The countryside code
• Wooded Area
• Open area

Top countryside tips 

Respect 

• Don’t block gateways. 

• Move aside for farmers moving animals. 

• Leave gates as you find them – often closed but sometimes open to allow 

animals access to food and drink. 

• Stick to paths. 

• Leave machinery, animals and crops alone. 

Protect 

• Take litter home. 

• Don’t damage or remove rocks or plants. 

• Keep your dog on a lead or in sight. 

• Follow signs about where dogs can go. 

• Clean up dog mess. 

Enjoy 

• Pack drinks and snacks. 

• Give animals space. 

• Be prepared for the weather. 

• Let people know where you’re going. 

• Follow signs. 



All other activities

You can do as many or as few as you choose.

Ice Cream in a bag Mouse Craft 1 Mouse Craft 2

Fox Craft 1 Fox Craft 2 Owl Craft 1

Owl Craft 2 Snake Craft 1 Snake Craft 2

Gruffalo Craft 1 Gruffalo Craft 2 Trails & Trackers

It’s Dark Outside What is that! Tree-mendous Senses

Campfire Songs Picnic at Home ????



Mouse Craft 1 – Paper Mice

You will need:
• 2 sheets of coloured paper 

or thin card
• Black felt pen
• Glue
• Scissors
• String or wool

What to do:

1) Cut a circle out of one sheet of paper/card

2) Cut to the centre of the circle.

3) Fold one side of the cut over the other to make a 

cone and stick.

4) Fold the other sheet of paper/card in half and 

cut out a heart shape.

5) Stick the point of the heart onto the edge of the 

cone to make the nose and ears.

6) Bend the ears a little so they stand up.

7) Draw on the mouth and nose with black felt pen.

8) Stick on a piece of string or wool to make a tail.



Mouse Craft 2 – Spoon Mouse
You will need:
• Wooden or plastic spoon

• White (or other colour) paint if using a wooden spoon

• Paintbrush

• White and pink thin card

• White wool or string

• Round pink bead 

• Black felt pen

• Scissors

• 2 googly eyes

• Glue. (Hot glue gun is better but needs adult supervision)

What to do:
1. Paint the back of your spoon if using a wooden spoon and let it dry 

completely.

2. Cut out 2 white circles for the mouse’s ears. 

3. Cut out 2 smaller pink circles and glue onto the white circles. 

4. When the paint is dry glue the ears onto the back of the mouse face.

5. Glue on the 2 googly eyes.

6. Cut 2 small pieces of string or wool and glue to the middle of the mouse’s 

face in an X shape to make the whiskers.

7. Stick the pink bead on top of the X for the mouse’s nose and draw a mouth.

8. Stick a piece of string or wool on the back of the spoon handle for a tail.



Fox Craft 1 – Paper Plate Fox
You will need:
• Paper plate

• Orange felt or paint

• Glue

• Scissor

• Black pom pom

• Googly eyes

• Thin white card or paper.

What to do:
1) Colour a “V” shape on the plate 

with the orange felt pen or 

paint.

2) Fold over the edges of the plate 

and glue down.

3) Stick on the 2 googly eyes.

4) Stick on the pom pom for the nose. 

5) Cut out 2 ears from the white paper/card and colour 

orange.

6) Glue the ears to the back of the plate.



Fox Craft 2 – Handprint Fox
You will need:
• Orange paper

• Scissors

• Pencil

• Glue

• White paint

• Googly eyes (You can also 

draw the eyes).

• Felt pens

What to do:
1) Trace your hand on the orange paper with a pencil and cut it out.

2) Draw and cut out a head shape and 2 triangles for ears.

3) Paint the sides of the head white and the end of the “thumb”. 

4) Stick on the googly eyes (or draw eyes).

5) When the paint is dry draw the nose and add pink in the ears.

6) Glue the head onto the body.



Owl Craft 1 – Flying Owl
You will need:
• Coloured or white paper 

plate   

• Scraps of coloured paper  

• Glue

• Scissors

• Felt pens

• Single hole punch

• Split pins

What to do:
1) Cut the opposite sides off a paper plate at an angle to make a 

blunt triangle. Keep the cut off pieces to make the owl’s 

wings.

2) Cut out a rectangle from the middle of the short edge to make 

two ears. Snip into the ears to make them feathery.

3) Snip along the bottom of the owl’s tummy and the curves of 

the wings to make feathers. 

4) Use the hole punch to make a hole in the end of each wing and 

on either side of the body.

5) Secure the wings to the owl’s body using split pins.

6) Use paper scraps to cut 2 large round eyes, a beak and 2 feet.

7) Glue these onto your owl.

8) Use felt pes to decorate your owl’s tummy.



Owl Craft 2 – Night time Owl
You will need:
• White paper plate 

• Black and white paint

• Thin coloured card

• 2 Paint brushes

• Lolly stick

• Googly eyes

• Felt pens

• Glue stick

What to do:
1) Paint the front of the paper plate and 

lolly stick black and leave to dry.

2) Put a small amount of white paint on 

a both paint brushes. Hold over the 

painted plate and tap the ends to 

makes white speckles (stars), moving 

the paintbrushes so that there are 

stars all over the plate. Leave to dry.

3) Cut out a 3 inch and a 2 inch circle 

from the coloured card and cut the 

smaller circle in half to make the 

wings. 

4) Cut a half circle shape out of the top 

of the larger circle to make the owl 

body with two ears at the top of it.

5) Stick the googly eyes on and using felt 

pens add a beak and feathers to the 

owl’s body and wings

6) Glue the wings onto the owl’s body. 

7) Glue the lolly stick onto the back of 

the owl with the black side to the 

front.

8) Cut a slit in the bottom third of the 

plate to put the owl puppet in.



Snake Craft 1 – Lolly Stick Snake
You will need:
• Coloured lolly sticks

• Glue

• Velcro Dots

• Felt pens, buttons, gems, 

glitter glue etc to 

decorate the snake

• Red Felt or card.

• Googly Eyes

What to do:
1) Decorate one side of the lolly sticks using felt pens, buttons, 

gems, etc.

2) Arrange your lolly sticks in the order you want them and join 

them together using Velcro dots.

3) Cut another lolly stick into thirds. Lay the end pieces side by 

side and glue the middle third to the back of them.

4) Cut a small rectangle 5cm X 1 ½ cm from the felt or card and 

cut a small “V”shape out of one end.

5) Stick to the back of the snake’s head and stick on the googly 

eyes.

6) Add more decorations to your snake if you like.

7) Change the order of your sticks as well to make a different 

snake.



Snake Craft 2 – Bubble Wrap Snake
You will need:
• Paper plate of a circle cut 

out of thick card

• Rolling pin

• Bubble wrap

• Sellotape

• 2 shades of green paint

• Googly Eyes

• Red card

What to do:
1) Wrap a piece of bubble wrap round the rolling pin and 

stick with Sellotape.

2) Put both shades of green on a flat surface and dip the 

covered rolling pin into it.

3) Roll it all over the paper plate/ card circle covering 

the whole thing.

4) Leave it to dry.

5) Start cutting a spiral shape into the plate/circle 

leaving a rounded “head” at the end of the spiral.

6) Cut a tongue out of the card and stick on Stick on the 

googly eyes.



Snake Craft 3 – Paper Chain Snake
You will need:
• 2 sheets thin green card 

• 1 sheet thin yellow card

• Scissors

• Stapler and Staples

• Glue

• Googly Eyes

• Red Balloon (can use red card)

• Thick card

What to do:
1) Fold one sheet of the green card in eighths 

by folding the paper in half, half again and 

half again to create eight sections.

2) Repeat using the yellow sheet of card.

3) Cut on the lines/folds of the yellow and 

green pieces of card so you have eight 

strips of paper for each colour.

4) Fold a green strip of paper around and staple it. Loop a yellow 

strip through the green hoop and staple it.  Repeat this until 

you have used all your strips of paper. (You can add more 

strips of paper to make a longer snake).

5) Cut one large and one small rounded triangle out of the other 

sheet of green card.

6) Glue the large triangle onto the end of the paper chain for the 

snake’s head.

7) Glue the small triangle onto the other end of the paper chain 

for the snake’s tail.

8) Glue the googly eyes onto the large triangle.

9) Glue the red balloon onto the large triangle for the snake’s 

tongue.



Gruffalo Craft 1 - Headband

You will need:
• Brown, orange, white, 

green, grey craft paper 

• Sellotape and stapler

• Glue

• Black felt pen

• Scissors

What to do:
1) Cut 2 strips lengthwise out of the brown craft 

paper.

2) Join together to make one long strip.

3) Cut out eyes, ears, horns and teeth from the 

different coloured craft paper.

4) Stick on the eyes and teeth to make a face.

5) Stick the horns on the back of the strip of paper. 

6) Stick the ears on the side making them stick out.

7) Use the felt pen to add details to the ears and 

eyes.

8) Wrap headband round your head and ask Mummy 

or Daddy to stick it so you can wear it.



Gruffalo Craft 2 – Book Corner
You will need:
• Brown paper

• White paper

• Orange paper

• Black and green felt pens

• Scissors

• Glue

What to do:
1) Make a folding origami corner bookmark out of brown paper.

2) For instructions follow this link 

https://themadhousemummy.com/08/16/simple-corner-

bookmarks/

3) Cut out two ears the same colour as your bookmark. 

4) Cut out two white horns and two white circles for outer eyes. 

5) For the inner eyes, cut out two slightly smaller orange circles and 

use your black marker to dot on the pupils.

6) Stick on the ears and horns on the back of the bookmark.

7) Stick on the two eyes on the front. (You can use googly eyes).

8) Use your felt pen to draw on a nose and a mouth. 

9) Use your green marker to dot the Gruffalo’s green wart on his 

nose.

10) Cut out two tusk like teeth and some smaller normal shaped teeth 

and stick them on.

11) Finally, cut out an orange square and glue it down inside your 

bookmark as you can see above. 

https://themadhousemummy.com/08/16/simple-corner-bookmarks/


Gruffalo Food – Gruffalo Paws
You will need:
• 2 cups of sugar

• 1 cup of butter

• ½ cup milk

• 4 tablespoons of cocoa

• 1 teaspoon vanilla extract

• 3 cups of quick oats

• ¾ cup of chocolate chips

• Peanuts (for claws) Alternatives for the 

claws are white jelly beans, white 

chocolate pieces etc.

What to do:
1) Place the sugar, butter, milk, and cocoa in a pot.

2) Bring the mixture to a boil.

3) Cook for 1 extra minute.

4) Add the vanilla, oats and chocolate chips to the mixture.

5) Mix thoroughly.

6) Scoop up a spoonful and drop it onto wax or parchment paper.

7) Repeat until all of your mixture has been used.

8) Add claws to the top of the cookies and leave to cool.



Owl Ice Cream in a bag
You will need:
• 300ml semi-skimmed milk

• 1 tbsp caster sugar

• ¼ tsp vanilla extract

• 1kg ice

• 6 tbsp rock salt

• 2 medium zip-seal freezer bags

• 1 large zip-seal freezer bag

• Sticky tape (optional)

• Gruffalo’s favourite toppings (or yours)

What to do:
1) Put milk, sugar and owl flavouring (vanilla) in the medium bag.

2) Put this bag inside another bag and seal in case it splits. (Gruffalo 

doesn’t like a salty taste).

3) Put the ice and salt in the large bag. 

4) Put the medium bag inside the large bag and seal.

5) Shake the bag continuously for about 10 minutes (until mixed together 

and frozen).

Why not dance around outside to your favourite music ☺

6) Enjoy with your favourite topping (or Gruffalo’s).



Trails and Trackers
Have you ever seen an arrow?

• Did you know that we use them as signs to point the way?

• Where have you seen arrows used to point the way?

• Do you know what a trail is?

A trail is a series of signs left behind by someone or something.

Adventures often occur in woods or outside. But this adventure is going to be in your 
garden. You are going to leave a trail to some hidden treasure for someone to find.

You will have to use what would be in the wood for this activity and you will have to look for 
sticks and stones that are around your garden.

Spend five minutes collecting stones, leaves and small sticks. (Do not pick leaves off of any 
plants or trees.)

Make arrow shapes out of the things you have found. The tip of the arrow will point the way 
to go.

Make sure that what you put down will not blow away if it is windy.

Make lots of arrows round your garden to show the way to the treasure. What will the 
treasure be?

Make sure to spread the arrows out just enough so that whoever is following does not get 
lost.

Making Arrows is a great trick to remember if you ever need to show someone which way to 
go when out in the wilderness

UMA ALERT
This is a green unit meeting activity and will give you 30 

points towards your 180 target.

You will need:
• Sticks

• Stones

• Leaves

Finding your way can be 

tricky when there are not 

any signposts to show you 

the way. With this activity 

you will learn how to lay 

trails for other others to 

follow



It’s Dark Outside
In the woods or out in the country without lights it can be difficult to see 
where you are going. You must rely on your other senses, an important 
survival skill.

You have 5 senses

• Sight

• Touch

• Taste

• Smell

• Hearing

How could you use these to find your way if it was dark? Listen for 
sounds? What can you smell? Can you feel anything that is around you?

In your home or garden, you are now going to get from point A to point B 
without using your eyes.

You can use your rainbow scarf as a blindfold or close your eyes – but no 
cheating.

Move very slowly with your arms stretched out in front of you, listen 
carefully and try not to bump into anything.

Was this hard? How could you do better?

Ensure an adult is around as we do not want any accidents.

UMA ALERT
This is a green unit meeting activity and will give you 15 

points towards your 180 target.

You will need:
• A space either outdoor or indoors

• Blindfold (Rainbow Scarf works)

It can get very dark if there 

are no streetlamps to light 

the way.  Can you use your 

other senses to find your 

way? 



Tree-mendous Senses
Your senses help you discover the world around you.  They are

• Sight – eyes

• Touch – fingers or parts of your body

• Smell – nose

• Taste – tongue

• Hearing – ears

Find a tree, close your eyes what does it feel like?

Close your eyes and listen.  Can you hear any sounds in your tree?  Are the 
leaves blowing in the wind?  Are birds singing?

Place some paper on the trunk of the tree and rub with a crayon.  Can you 
see a pattern?  Find another tree and do it again.  Is the pattern the same?

Find a fallen leaf and put it on top of the foil, rub with your fingers to leave 
a pattern.  Do it again with a different shaped leaf.  Is the pattern the 
same?

Trees provide food and shelter for living things.  Can you see any insects or 
plants growing on trees?  Are there any nests or holes that might be an 
animal’s home?

Trees can grow very big.  Are you able to hug the tree on your own?  How 
many rainbows arms would it take to go round the tree?  Find the biggest 
tree

UMA ALERT
This is a green unit meeting activity and will 

give you 20 points towards your 180 target.

You will need:
• Outside space with trees

• Wax crayons or pencils

• White paper

• Foil

How well do you know the 

trees in your local area?  

Let’s go and explore using 

our different senses and 

discover lots of natural 

hidden wonders



Clever Chemicals –
What is that! 

UMA ALERT
This is a light pink unit meeting activity and will give 

you 45 points towards your 180 target.

https://youtu.be/CmjBpkLxWpg

You will need:
• Covers for your surfaces

• Hair tied back

• 2 cups of cornflour

• 1 cup of water

• A large bowl

• A spoon

What to do:
You can either complete the steps below, or follow along on the video.

1) Touch the cornflour, what does it feel like?

2) Now have a go with the water, what does that feel like?

3) What do you think will happen when they get mixed together?

4) Pop the cornflour into the bowl

5) Slowly add the water and mix until all of the powder is wet.

6) Try stirring your mixture slowly

7) Pick up the mixture

8) Can you roll it into a ball?

9) Tap the mixture

10) Have a go at some other things

11) What do you think about your mixture.

You’ve made a Non-Newtonian Fluid, this means it acts as both a solid and a 

liquid.

When you’ve finished playing, make sure you put it in the bin and NOT down 

the drain.

Don’t eat it!!

https://youtu.be/CmjBpkLxWpg


Campfire

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLiHx5Aoc5KD9x8WNkcjeQbsPq71uYZWYo

https://youtu.be/uyqYWzNJsFM

What to do:
We’ll be having a campfire before bed and we’ll be joined by the 

Guides too.

There are a couple of links if you’d like to practice some songs 

yourself too.

Bring along a hot chocolate and some marshmallows too ☺

We’ll be singing some of the following:

- Campfire’s Burning

- Princess Pat

- Boom Chicka Boom

- I climbed aboard a pirate ship

- 5 years on an iceberg

- Alice the camel

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLiHx5Aoc5KD9x8WNkcjeQbsPq71uYZWYo
https://youtu.be/uyqYWzNJsFM

